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1.

Introduction

The City of Edinburgh Council has a long standing commitment to energy efficiency seen in
the City Housing Strategy (CHS). The CHS 2018 builds upon the commitments set out in the
Council Homes and Energy Strategy including the following key principles:
•
•
•
•

Improving the energy efficiency of existing homes;
Delivering new energy efficient homes;
Reducing the impact of energy costs; and
Promoting energy advice for residents and increasing awareness of funding,
grants and other support.

In October 2019, City of Edinburgh Council published their road map for moving forward the
ambitious target to deliver a carbon neutral Capital by 2030.
The Council was successful in applying for funding for both SEEP1 and SEEP2 pilot
programmes addressing energy efficiency in both domestic and non-domestic buildings. As
part of the SEEP2 pilots, the Council developed a methodology for the development of the
Local Heat and Energy Efficiency Strategies (LHEES). This focused on an area of the city
centre and Old Town of Edinburgh including the Royal Mile. The area was chosen due to
the unique attributes of the area in terms of building types, ages, building ownership profiles,
socio-economic demographics and low EPC ratings. Early indications from the LHEES
works suggested that the area has a large number of low EPC ratings primarily due to the
building types in the area including many historic and listed buildings which can be difficult to
retrofit and a diverse range of properties both domestic and non-domestic.
The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project was
awarded funded in October 2018 under Energy
Efficient Scotland Transition funding from Scottish
Government. The Energy Efficient Scotland
Transition pilot project planned to target selffunding consumers in the Old Town area of
Edinburgh and to utilise proactive engagement to
understand how to develop stronger motivators
for home owners and businesses to invest in their
properties. The hand holding element of the
service was intended to be a strong focus on this
engagement.
The original award was made to City of Edinburgh Council with Changeworks in partnership
providing a consultancy role for project design and monitoring and evaluation. However,
after significant delays to project launch, Changeworks were appointed in February 2019 to
carry out full delivery of the project and employ the project staff. After planning and staff
recruitment, the project launched in July 2019 with funding through to March 2020.
The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project saw City of Edinburgh Council and Changeworks
work together to piloted a new, integrated and innovative approach to support the ambitions
within Energy Efficient Scotland including all Scottish homes to achieve an EPC C by 2040,
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the non-domestic sector to make its contribution, development of the supply chain and
behaviour change to support improvements. Its aim was to proactively engage with the
Edinburgh Old Town community and support householders, businesses and the public
sector on their respective journeys to realising change. The project worked with both the
supply chain and demand side of the equation.
The model included the establishment of an outreach team who delivered the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A coherent and comprehensive programme of support covering low carbon
behaviours and low cost energy reduction interventions widely relevant to
households with the project area
Specialist talks and learning activities to promote energy efficiency and warmth in
the home
A behaviour change project to demonstrate the potential of behaviour change to
realise demand reduction
Compilation of a list of appropriate contractors to undertake both large scale
primary wall insulation measures and smaller lower cost energy improvements
A hand holding service in partnership with Home Energy Scotland to support
householders on their energy efficiency improvement journey through initial
technical visits, advice on available funding and support, tender/quote evaluation
and final QA sign off
Simplified contract documents to ensure a transparent and understandable
process for householders
Engagement with the non-domestic sector to investigate the current challenges
and barriers to uptake of measures
Hand holding service for the non-domestic sector in partnership with Resource
Efficient Scotland and Business Gateway
Behaviour change projects with the non-domestic sector
Ongoing monitoring and evaluation that used delivery insights to inform project
developments

As highlighted in the project infographic in section 3, the project engaged with 399
households and 73 businesses. The project activities reached a far wider audience but
engagement for the purposes of reporting is defined as a true two-way interaction between
the customer and a project advisor, in which advice is given and its receipt in some way
acknowledged. The project had a curtailed engagement period due to early project delays,
however, £35,489 was spent by householders on installing measures representing a 181
tonnes/CO2 lifetimes saved by households.
This report covers the period from April 2019 to March 2020 funded by Energy Efficient
Scotland Transition funding. The project ended in March 2020 as the COVID-19 crisis hit
Scotland and lockdown came into force. Final follow up and handholding with householders
was carried out over the phone rather than face to face and a number of householders have
had to postpone their planned energy efficiency improvements. At the time of project close,
33 planned measures were still being explored by householders and businesses. If all
proceed once lockdown restrictions are lifted, this would represent a further £128,950 in self
funded investment (and a further 482 tonnes/CO2 lifetime). It should be noted that with the
close of the pilot project, the project handholding service will not be available in the area.
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However, communications with the project pipeline at close of funding highlighted the
ongoing support available from Home Energy Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland.
The purpose of the report is to outline and summarise the overall programmes of work and
to provide insight on the progress, challenges and key learnings across the domestic, nondomestic and supply chain programmes. It provides a reflection of events covering the final
12 months of the project so that the findings of the pilot can be taken up by relevant
stakeholders. This report is set out in line with the work programmes delivered and provides
detail on each area of activity. Each section concludes with a summary of lessons learned.
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2.

Project Establishment

2.1

Establishing a Presence and Community Engagement

The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project
became well established within the
community predominantly through a
partnership of large events and smaller,
more regular, drop-in hub events, the use
of social media channels and consistent
project branding. Drop in hub events were
a key method of engagement; these events
were an opportunity to introduce the
project to new communities and often led
to further advice and follow-up visits from
householders to future events.
Project staff embedded the project into the local community by having a presence at local
events and delivering talks to local groups. This included the Edinburgh Old Town
Development Council, Dumbiedykes Residence Association and the Original Edinburgh BID.
The project staff also attended events including Scottish Letting Day, Edinburgh Young
Carers Family Festive Day and Eden Projects Soup Disco. Partnership working in this way
was paramount to the success of ensuring the project was entrenched within the local
community.
For the purposes of this report, it should be acknowledged that it is difficult to accurately
record all customers who have been reached but have not actively engaged in the project.
This is due to the light touch nature of initial interactions. The project logged the reach of all
campaigns, marketing and events and this is one method which gives an indication of total
reach of the project. Many households and businesses interacted with the projects on
multiple occasions to seek follow up advice or support. Through marketing, social media,
and attendance at a variety of drop in hub events and other local events it is estimated that
the project reached 7470 households and 665 businesses.

2.2

Marketing and Social Media

A monthly newsletter was used throughout the project
to provide updates and information about new events
and activities. The first newsletter was issued in July
2019 with 19 customers on the mailing list. This figure
has grown exponentially and was 321 at project close.
The final 3 months of the project were the most
influential with 149 households signing up to receive
the newsletter. With an overwhelming amount of email
already flooding inboxes, enticing people to sign up for
even more email can be challenging but sign up rates
indicate the trust and strong engagement that was built
in the community.
5

Industry standard for email open rates are between 15-25%, the average unique open rate
for the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project was 61.95% which is more than double the
average standard. The click to open rate for Edinburgh Old Town’s newsletters was 14.45%
which is higher than both the not for profit average and the industry average. The most
popular links were associated with the Private Sector Landlord (PSL) webinar in February,
and the Edinburgh Old Town Standing List of Contractors Guide.
The project co-ordinating team at City of Edinburgh Council were keen that the project did
not have its own social media channels. The project therefore utilised the already
established Changeworks social media channels, including LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.
Messaging reach was greatly increased through
key partners sharing content. It is difficult to
analyse which channels were most effective as
they were used for different target audiences;
e.g. LinkedIn was used for organisational,
business related content, whereas Twitter was
used for quick snippets, tagging and cross
promotional sharing. Facebook was used
predominately throughout this project as it
provided an avenue for geotargeting specific
audiences as needed within the project area.
Additionally, Facebook focusses primarily on
householder engagement, which was suitable
for this project.
Paid advertising was also used through Facebook. According to Facebook insights, the two
best performing paid advertising posts were regarding the Love Your Older Home event;
with one post reaching 4551 people and generating 131 engagements. Interestingly a similar
post for the private sector landlords webinar had no paid advertising but organically reached
4869 people with 80 engagements. This is likely to be related to the fact the webinar was
organised during a time of high interest and momentum. The Scottish Government had
announced that new regulations for private sector landlords would come into effect in April
2020, so this was perfect timing to launch this activity, the public responded well and the
event was ultimately a success.

2.3
•

Key Learnings
Community embedded projects take a considerable amount of time to become
established and trusted within a community. Partnership work was integral to the
success of building relationships and rapport within the community, engaging with
partner events and inviting local partners to take part in project led events. As such,
effective branding and marketing have also been crucial to the success of the project.
Over time, as the project brand became more known and trusted, the reach became
far greater and more households engaged with the project.
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•

The project utilised the already established Changeworks social media channels and
although these proved to be very successful, the project would have benefitted from
independent media channels where the messaging could be further highlighted and
the audience can be fully understood, based on their interests in the project.
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3.

Infographic of Outcomes
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4.

Domestic Engagement

4.1

Baseline Engagement

The primary focus of the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project was to proactively engage with
the community within the project area. To achieve this, the project developed a series of
regular drop-in hub events. These events took place in a variety of venues across the project
area and enhanced the projects physical presence within the community. Events offered a
regular opportunity for the project to engage with the community whilst creating a regular
space for supporting householders through energy efficiency journeys.
When the project launched in July, these events were
advertised through a postcard delivered to 3938 households in
the project area. This initial promotional postcard worked well
with customers emailing and attending the hub events with the
postcard in hand. These events were also marketed through
the project’s monthly newsletter and through Changeworks
social media channels. The reach of this marketing material
was increased through key partners and stakeholders
engaging with the content online. Various project resources
and collateral were available for households at these events;
this included information on different heating systems, energy
tips, advice sheets and the Standing List of Contractors which
lists reputable local installers for primary measures and a
bespoke ‘how to’ guide for the Edinburgh Trusted Trader website.
Overall, these drop-in hub events were a successful means of connecting with the local
community and engaging with households. The project engaged with 115 households
through these drop-in hub events offering tailored advice and referrals to partner
organisations. Further to this, 16 of these households returned to a subsequent drop-in hub
event for additional advice on energy efficiency indicating that there is a need for continued
advice and guidance through the process. Of the 115 households who engaged with the
project through the drop-in hub events 42% (49) reported having adopted behaviour
changes in energy use after receiving advice. Furthermore, 14% (16 households) installed
new energy efficient measures, including draught proofing kits. A further 33% (38
households) adopted LED lighting in their homes.
A key challenge for these drop-in hub events was to find innovative ways of engaging with
new households within the project area. Following research, the project identified three
engagement tools and ‘giveaways’ which were then incorporated into the baseline
campaigns: LED bulbs, draught-proofing kits and radiator keys. These three items allowed
outreach staff to guide conversations and deliver advice on energy use, behaviour change,
building fabric and heating controls. In total 207 engagements with households were made
through these ‘giveaways’. These engagement tools were incorporated into a calendar of
baselines campaigns. The campaigns ran monthly and were purposefully kept flexible so
that the project team could proactively adjust campaigns in response to incoming enquiries.
In addition to the three cited above, campaigns also included switching energy suppliers,
quick winter wins and Love Your Older Home, which was tied to the project’s flagship event.
9

4.2

Events and Campaigns

Loft Insulation
Over the winter of 2019/20 the project ran a loft insulation campaign with a focus on
providing key pieces of information and a competition which encouraged householders to
check their levels of loft insulation. A ‘depthometer’ was developed by the project as an
engagement tool to encourage households to measure the insulation in their lofts. The
winner of the competition received a loft insulation top-up using a contractor on the Standing
List of Contractors.
Case Study
The project winner had 170mm of insulation
when they entered the loft insulation
campaign which was just over half of the
recommended 270mm. The project scoped
the amount of work required and sourced
quotes from local contractors. The loft
insulation top-up has now been completed
and Changeworks’ quality assurance team
will check the work to ensure it was to
standard.
The project had lower numbers of interest
than expected for the loft insulation campaign; evaluation suggests that this could have
partly been due to the campaign running over the holiday period when households are less
engaged online. Another contributing factor may have been the number of flats within the
project area minimising the number of eligible households. However, approximately 80% of
the entrants to the competition were new to the project and all were given personalised
advice, including the Standing List of Contractors in order to encourage households to take
the next steps in their energy efficiency journey.
Love your Older Home
This was the project’s flagship event and was delivered in partnership with Home Energy
Scotland (HES) and Historic Environment Scotland. The event consisted of three key talks
from Historic Environment Scotland, HES and the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project
detailing the support and advice which was offered by each organisation. The project and
speakers were joined by Edinburgh World Heritage and local installers specialising in glazing
and energy use to form a marketplace for attendees to browse.
Marketing was targeted and content focused on insulation and glazing options for old, hard
to treat properties across Edinburgh’s Old Town. After data analysis, an invitation postcard
was delivered to 2667 properties who fell into the category of older and hard to treat
properties in the area. The event was also marketed through the project newsletter and on
the Changeworks social media channels. Partners including HES and Historic Environment
Scotland also assisted in the marketing of the event, resulting in a far greater reach.
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Due to the high levels of hard to treat
properties within the project area, this was a
popular event with over 40 households
engaging and showing a wealth of interest in
the subject area. Of those, 53% (23
households) requested a referral to HES for
further information regarding loans, advice
and home visits for particularly hard to treat
properties. During the event and follow-up
engagement thereafter 30% (14 households)
accessed the projects Standing List of
Contractors.
The event was evaluated using two surveys, one completed at registration and another after
the event. The first survey showed that 11 households would be ‘very likely’ to install energy
efficiency measures and a further 15 households marked themselves as ‘somewhat likely’.
Furthermore, 72% (8 out of 11) of attendees reported increased knowledge of types of
insulation, draught-proofing and glazing replacements and 90% (10 out of 11) of attendees
reported increase knowledge of financial support available. As a result of the event, 8 of the
11 (72%) attendees who replied to the survey said they would be very likely to install an
energy efficiency measure. More specifically 6 (54%) are very likely to install glazing
replacements, 3 (28%) are very likely to install draught-proofing measures and 3 (27%) are
very likely to install insulation.
Despite the high levels of interest in the event and the promising indicators of installs marked
on the registration forms, the event only led to 2 installations with a further two instalments
incomplete at project close. This implies that although there was a high level of interest in
the event topic, households are unlikely to make quick decisions regarding upgrading their
property. It should also be noted that the knowledge of whether installation have taken place
throughout the project is reliant on the project successfully following-up with customers and
the householder providing us with the information needed. This has meant that follow-up
engagement has been essential for the monitoring and evaluation of the project, ensuring
data is as accurate as possible.
Case Study
One customer signed up to attend the Love Your Older Home event in October. The
customer was particularly interested in renewable technologies, namely an air source heat
pump. At the event the customer requested a referral to Home Energy Scotland which the
project administered on their behalf. Follow-up engagement in January then resulted in an
enquiry regarding the possibility of installing a combined ventilation and heat system in the
top floor flat. The project provided information and advice regarding Mechanical Ventilation
and Heat Recovery system manufacturers and installers.
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4.3

Private Sector Landlord Engagement

Data analysis indicated a high proportion of privately rented accommodation within the
project area. Working in partnership with City of Edinburgh Council, a campaign to engage
with their private sector landlord (PSL) register was planned and delivered. Communications
were sent to approximately 2000 City of Edinburgh Council registered private sector
landlords. Messaging focused on Scottish Government’s commitment to improving the
energy efficiency of homes in the private rented sector and new minimum energy efficiency
standards for private rented properties due to be phased in and increased over time.
Landlords were invited to attend the first of a series of events planned for the campaign
delivered in partnership with Scottish Association of Landlords and HES. Landlords were
also made aware of the support available through HES and the Edinburgh Old Town Energy
Project and given details of the HES Loan.
The first Landlord Information Evening event for Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project took
place in December 2019. The event was marketed primarily through communications from
the council, the project newsletter and on Changeworks social media channels. This was a
popular event with over 50 landlords and estate agents engaging and led to 20 referrals to
HES (40% of attendees) for further discussions and advice on loans and funding. The model
of a marketplace was used, this time attended by glazing firms and an electric energy
contractor.
The event was evaluated with pre and post
surveys. On the initial registration form 17
landlords suggested they would be ‘very
likely’ to install energy efficient measures
and a further 9 landlords marked
themselves as ‘somewhat likely’. During the
event and follow-up engagement 54% (27
landlords) requested access to the projects
Standing List of Contractors guide indicating
that they were keen to investigate quotes for
measures.
One of the key learnings from the Landlord Information Evening was that there were many
landlords who owned properties within the project area but who themselves were not based
locally and therefore unable to attend events. In order to offer these landlords the same level
of support and advice, a PSL webinar was developed in partnership with HES. This took
place in February 2020 and had a high level of interest with 38 landlords registering. The
webinar is now a popular online resource.
Due to increasing demand, it was decided that the project would deliver a second Landlord
Information Evening which took place in March 2020. In addition to the usual marketing
strategies, the Scottish Association of Landlords sent a communication to their members
with properties within the project area. This proved to be an incredibly successful marketing
method with the event quickly selling its 120 spaces on Eventbrite with high interest from
both landlords and letting agents and an extensive waiting list.
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The event was immensely successful with 75 attendees, 30% from letting agents with large
portfolios in the project area. This event was run in partnership with Scottish Association of
Landlords and HES. The model of a marketplace was again used, this was the project’s
largest marketplace to date with seven installer and partner organisation stalls.
“Informative and friendly/welcoming session - good use of time”
- Landlord Information Evening attendee

“Good advice we can now pass to our clients”
- Landlord Information Evening attendee
Post event, 33% of attendees (25) requested a referral to HES for advice on loans and
funding. Unfortunately, due to the outbreak of COVID-19 the legislative changes to the
private rented sector have been delayed and although new funding has been announced
most landlords and letting agents have since postponed energy efficiency improvements to
their properties. Once a new date is set for these legislative changes, letting agents and
landlords will need advice and guidance to ensure their properties meet the new standards.
There was a significant interest in this topic from letting agents in addition to independent
landlords. The project staff therefore conducted research into assistance and guidance
needed by letting agents in order to ensure portfolios were up to standard to prepare for the
new legislative changes. This was undertaken by the Project Officer who spoke directly to
the -letting agents who had engaged with the project. The outcomes of this exercise showed
that letting agents who offer a full management programme for landlords would like guidance
on project managing the energy efficiency of their portfolio in a systematic approach, in line
with up-coming legislation dates.
Case Study
A customer attended the first PSL event in December. This landlord owned six properties
within the project area. Due to older EPCs for some of the properties the landlord was
unclear about what would be the best way of improving the energy efficiency of these
properties. The landlord was particularly interested in renewables but wanted to know what
other options would be advised. The project referred the customer to Home Energy
Scotland’s PSL specialist and to the project’s Outreach Officer (a trained Domestic Energy
Assessor) who ensured all EPCs were up to date with relevant recommendations. Home
Energy Scotland offered an EPC review for four of the properties and the project provided
new EPCs for the remaining two. The landlord now knows which properties need changes in
order to meet the new legislation and will begin the application for funding.

4.4

In-depth Support

QA and EPC support: Supply Chain/Installers
The foundation stone of the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project was the development of a
bespoke customer journey for households looking to install primary energy efficiency
measures. The central infrastructure for this customer journey was the Standing List of
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Contractors which was developed at project launch to connect customers with contractors
who could carry out a range of larger insulation measures. The guide included a list of
contractors for ‘primary’ measures (external, cavity and internal wall insulation) and a ‘how
to’ guide for the Edinburgh Trusted Trader site for smaller measures (draught proofing,
window upgrades, boiler replacement and attic or floor insulation).
The Standing List of Contractors guide has been
accessed by 139 households and 29 businesses and
was the most popular resource issued by the project.
The contractor guide was promoted on social media
and within the newsletters on a regular basis and
resulted in 17% each of all newsletter link clicks.
The Standing List of Contractors was based on
Scotland Excel, Framework 09-13 Energy Efficiency
Contractors, and contractors were invited to be on the
list via the Public Contracts Scotland portal. To be
included, contractors had to have relevant experience
in carrying out this type of work. The short-listing
process also included assessing if contractors had the
credentials to support the granting of the Home Energy
Scotland Loan e.g. being Green Deal certified and
working to PAS2030 standards. The final resulting
document consisted of seven contractors alongside
their contact details.
With primary measures the project provided more intensive hand-holding support for
customers. Following an initial visit by Changeworks’ Quality Assurance team, contractors
would issue a Scope of Works and performance specifications. Once the measure was
installed, the household was offered a free quality assurance inspection. A pre and post EPC
was also offered to customers who needed this in order to access the HES loan.
As Edinburgh already had an established and extensive Trusted Traders scheme operating
in the area, it was decided to extend the Standing List of Contractors guide to include some
guidelines to assist households to use the trusted trader site effectively for smaller measure
installation. The Trusted Trader site is extensive and feedback from customers had
suggested that some guidelines on how to use the search parameters would be useful.
Case Study
A customer attended the Love Your Older Home event and as a result requested a referral
to Home Energy Scotland. The homeowner subsequently decided to apply for HES loan to
complete energy efficiency work. The customer was also interested in a scope and estimate
for the property as they were exploring options for room in roof and internal wall insulation on
a converted outhouse. The project referred the customer to the Changeworks Quality
Assurance team and shared the Standing List of Contractors. The scoping document was
issued to contractors and the customer is now awaiting quotes for the work.
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4.5

Behaviour Change

A commitment of the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project was to deliver a behaviour change
challenge for householders within the project area. Achieving behaviour change at scale in
the Old Town was challenging due to the transient community with many tourists and lower
visibility of community. The project aimed to recruit a cohort of community participants who
live within the project area and install real time energy monitors to increase participant’s
awareness of energy and heat consumption. These smart monitors allowed householders to
track their real-time energy consumption and see where savings could be made.
One energy challenge participant told us:
“Looking at daily and weekly fluctuations is the most interesting. I use the 'explore' option on
the app to look at daily and weekly stats. You can work out how what you did on that day
affected usage…Will be interesting to see how much these change over winter with heating”

Three bespoke energy challenge checklists were
developed for participants. These energy
checklists were also made available for download
through the project newsletter and proved a
popular resource. This suggests that even without
a real time energy monitor, households are keen
to cut down on energy use through small
behaviour changes.
The energy challenge also proved to be an effective engagement tool and opened
opportunities for other energy efficiency conversations with households.
Case Study
A customer engaged with the project at one of the drop-in hub events and decided to take
part in the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Challenge. The project staff organised the
installation of monitoring equipment in the customer’s property and provided one-to-one
tuition of the system. The customer also showed an interest in replacing the glazing in the
property so the Standing List of Contractors was shared as a starting point for research. The
customer then went on to attend the project’s Love Your Older Home event.

4.6

Energy Advice, Referrals and Signposting

The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project worked closely with key partners to ensure
householders were able to easily access existing support services. For the most part these
are separated into referrals 1and signposts.

1

A referral is where the customer has granted permission to share their contact details with the defined third
party, via a portal or other secure sharing route, to enable the third party to contact the customer directly.
Signposting is when the customer has a preference to contact the third party themselves and is provided contact
information to follow-up in their own time.
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The project made a total number of 97 domestic referrals. Home Energy Scotland was the
most frequently referred to organisation with 73% (71) of this total. The Changeworks Quality
Assurance team had 7% of referrals and the project’s Domestic Energy Advisor who
provided pre and post EPCs for households 5% of referrals. A further 447 domestic
signposts were made in addition to the referrals, 43% (188) of these signposts were made to
HES.

4.7

Outcomes and Installations

The project had 13 completed installations during
the timeframe of the project. Double glazing
appears to have a high level of interest within the
project area with one household complete and 15
households in the process of installing as the
COVID-19 outbreak hit. This reasserts the
suggestion that the process of hand-holding
households through installing energy efficiency
measures can take many months. and that
information, advice and resources regarding
energy efficiency may need to be reiterated
several times before action is taken.

4.8

Accessing Funding for Measures

Although the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project has seen 13 installations through to
completion, none of these were funded through the HES Loan. All 13 installations which the
project oversaw were funded directly by the householder. There are many potential reasons
for this including customers not being able to use their trader of choice with the funding, the
chosen measure not being noted on the EPC as a suggested instalment and time restraints
of needing a new boiler or heating system quickly. However, it should also be considered
that given the project area was in the very heart of Edinburgh, many of the customers who
owned properties within this area may have had the means to fund instalments directly. This
indicates that even when households can fund energy efficiency measures there is still a
reluctance to do so and therefore a proactive hand holding service, such as the Edinburgh
Old Town Energy Project, is a key factor in encouraging households to invest in these
upgrades.

4.9
•

Key Learnings
Throughout the duration of the project it has been clear that follow up is essential for
gathering installation data from householders for monitoring and evaluation
purposes. However, this exercise was also an opportunity to encourage and advise
householders through the journey of installing measures. The primary challenge with
this methodology was the lack of response from many householders meaning that
the project was sometimes unable to certify whether measures had been installed or
not.
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•

The project found that many households attended multiple drop-in advice events for
further guidance on energy efficiency indicating that there is a need for continued
advice and guidance through the process of making homes more energy efficient.
Information, advice and resources regarding energy efficiency may need to be
reiterated several times before action is taken.

•

A varied programme of events was crucial to the success of the project to sustain
interest; including running events which range topic, scale and platform. The project’s
larger events proved to be popular and an effective method of engagement.
Furthermore, the PSL online webinar, which has since been made an available
online resource, was a very effective means of engagement with very minimal output
from the project.

•

There is a strong PSL contingent within the
Edinburgh Old Town. With the changes to legislation
coming into effect in 2020 they have been incredibly
engaged with the project with landlords attending
both PSL Information Evenings and the webinar.
Many requested referrals to HES and were keen to
progress with energy efficiency measure installs
before the outbreak of COVID-19 which has now
postponed plans for most. The comparison of
engagement from landlords and owner-occupier
households has shown the impact of legislation on
the speed and efficiency of these changes being
made. Owner-occupier, self-funding households are
under no obligation to make costly energy efficiency
changes.

•

There is a need within the letting agent industry for larger scale energy efficiency
project management. Many letting agencies have portfolios of over 1000 properties
and they manage all EPCs on behalf of the landlords. With the upcoming changes in
legislation, many letting agents do not currently have the capacity or expertise
required to ensure all properties are ready to meet standards in a systematic and
efficient approach.

•

There appears to be a supply chain gap for householders, where larger, national
contractors are unwilling to take on smaller ‘one-off’ installs for households. When
administering customers through the customer journey and the scope and estimate
checks, the project found it was very challenging to obtain a quote from the larger,
established contractors. This in turn delayed the installs for households who would
want to have more than one quote to compare before going ahead with any works.
As a result of this, the project ensured one Changeworks staff member had
responsibility for engaging with contractors and obtaining quotes on behalf of
households. Having one single point of contact was effective and turnaround time for
acquiring quotes was significantly shortened.
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5.

Non-Domestic Engagement

Non-domestic engagement for the Edinburgh Old Town
Energy Project was run in close partnership with
Resource Efficient Scotland (RES). As there was a lack
of data available to facilitate engagement, it was
identified early that a database of local businesses would
be required. The database compiled included 700
businesses, 484 of which the project identified email
contacts for. This database proved valuable and was
used as the main data source when distributing the
project’s non-domestic engagement survey which was
the first non-domestic campaign the project developed.

5.1

Non-domestic Survey

In order to develop a greater understanding of the types of businesses in the project area
and how they engaged with energy use, the project produced a business survey. The survey
gathered data covering the types of businesses in the project area and whether the premises
of these businesses were owned or rented. The survey asked detailed questions as to what
measures the businesses had already installed in their property and those which they would
be interested in installing in the future. Crucially, the survey also gathered data on the known
barriers for businesses installing energy efficiency and what information and support they
required to consider new installs.
The business survey was predominantly marketed through a direct email communication
using the non-domestic database. In addition to this, the survey was marketed on the
Changeworks social media sites and through the project newsletter. The survey was
completed by 45 businesses (over 20% of those contacted) with 40% of respondents
requesting follow up from the project.
Businesses were asked generally, what would motivate them to make changes; the results
showed that they were mainly motivated by fuel bill savings (21), followed by an increase in
thermal comfort (14) and reduction in carbon emissions (13). When asked which energy
efficient upgrades they would consider if they were required to improve the energy efficiency
of their businesses, most business owners/workers (12) were unsure and said that they
required further advice. Only two businesses would not consider any upgrades.
Renewable heating and electricity systems scored highly as a measure that businesses
were interested in (17). When asked to explain the reason for their interest in measures,
most were motivated by energy bill savings and carbon reduction. The main barriers that
business owners/workers perceive, when considering installing energy efficiency upgrades,
include ‘high upfront costs’, ‘disruption during the installation’, and ‘lack of access to finance’.
The preferred type of support for businesses was receiving an audit of their premises (20),
followed by information on funding (18), assistance in identifying reputable installers and 1:1
advice and support (17).
The survey was an effective means of building rapport with businesses within the project
area and introducing the project. Having this background data unique to each business who
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completed the survey was invaluable when continuing with follow-up engagement and
allowed project staff to offer bespoke advice and guide conversations.

Case Studies
Since taking part in the survey, the Quaker House has requested a RES referral for their
main meeting house as well as new EPCs and home visits for various flats which they own
and let. They are looking to upgrade heating systems, glazing and are also interested in
renewables where possible.
The Scottish Poetry Library have recently had their RES audit and are now looking into the
possible options for upgrading their heating system. They have already taken steps to
upgrade their lighting to LED.

5.2

Door-Stepping Campaign

The business survey was complimented by
a door-stepping campaign. The survey
showed that support provided to the nondomestic sector needed to be tailored, given
the wide variety of differing business needs,
and therefore could not follow a set
customer journey in the same way as
domestic engagements. It was decided with
key partners that door-stepping would likely
be the most effective way to reach busy
business owners and introduce the project.
Project staff visited approximately 250 businesses throughout the project area. This was a
successful campaign that led to several referrals to RES for audits of the business premises.
A key learning from this engagement activity included that as businesses are often busy, it
can be difficult to engage for a conversation of any length. There is also a difficulty in
ensuring engagement staff are talking to the correct person when door-stepping, often the
business owner or decision maker is not present or available. Noticeably in the project area
there was a difficulty with engaging with eateries, pubs and restaurants.

5.3

Follow-up Engagement

Both the business survey and the door-stepping campaign were followed up with bespoke 12-1 follow-up engagement. Data gathered through the survey and initial conversations was
used to lead conversations and understand the business’s unique needs for support. This
follow-up engagement was a crucial element in the customer journey for businesses.
Conversations were very customer-led and varied greatly for each business. This more
tailored approach was effective, and this engagement led to further RES referrals for audits.
The Project Officer shadowed the audits undertaken by RES both for a greater
understanding of RES auditing process and to keep a dialogue open with businesses while
guiding them through the process.
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Through these campaigns the project has engaged with 73 businesses with 53 of these
engaging with the project on more than one occasion, looking for further advice and support.

5.4

In-depth Support

Behaviour Change
Through discussions that project staff had during non-domestic follow-up engagement, it
was identified that there was a gap in the project offering for businesses who were interested
in engaging staff in behaviour change actions. A non-domestic behaviour change
programme was therefore developed to encourage businesses to engage with the project.
This programme was designed to assist larger organisations to engage staff with energy
efficiency. This was intended to be supplementary to a RES audit to cohere the energy and
direction of the organisation’s sustainability agenda.
Case Study
The project worked with the Edinburgh International Festival to develop a strategy session
for the organisation’s Green Team and decision makers. This session had a focus on
encouraging staff to think about how they contribute to the organisational footprint through
their role and actions (i.e. investigate a sustainable ‘culture’ rather than isolated behaviours
and choices). Unfortunately, this workshop was due to take place at the end of March before
the project closed but due to the COVID-19 outbreak this has been postponed.

5.5

Non-domestic Support and RES Referrals

Similarly to the domestic customer journey, the
Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project aimed to
handhold businesses through the existing
Resource Efficient Scotland service, referring
businesses to RES in the first instance and then
offering a hand-holding service through the
audit and funding application process. In the
same way as domestic engagement, this
manifested in both referrals and signposts.
The project has made a total of 13 referrals to RES with a further 33 signposts. At the point
of project closure there were 9 businesses moving through the process of audits and
applications with RES. At project close, none of the referrals to RES had resulted in the
business using the loan funding administered through RES. This was namely due to the
intended measures not fulfilling the payback time requirement for the loan meaning that
business funded the measure directly. Another reason cited for a business not proceeding
with RES funding was ineligibility due to business size (a parent or umbrella company
involvement meaning the business was deemed too large).
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5.6

Key Learnings

•

Within the project area there were a high proportion of businesses who rented their
premises and were unable to make any substantial changes to the fabric of the
building. There are currently no set standards for non-domestic premises meaning
that landlords are not required to ensure that these buildings are a good energy
efficiency standard.

•

Many businesses were owned by much larger organisations which meant that they
were not eligible due to their size exceeding SME criteria. There was a lack of nondomestic data showing the ownership and leasing arrangements of premises and
also their size, meaning that in many cases time consuming investigations needed to
take place on a case by case basis.

•

Through one to one engagement with businesses, it became clear that for many,
especially those of a smaller size, there are many competing priorities. The
installation of most measures would require a pause in business activity meaning that
the cost to the business can be far greater than the quoted measure cost. Without
legislative drivers there is little incentive for businesses to take on the cost of
upgrading energy efficiency.

•

Some business of similar industries and sectors had similar energy efficiency
requirements and challenges. An example of this would be restaurants and bars with
high levels of lighting or cafes and shops with large open fridges. Effective sector
specific campaigns would be useful in the future to try and encourage these
industries to make changes.
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6.

Project Administration and Management

Funding was awarded to City of Edinburgh Council in October 2018. The application
proposed that the project would be developed and delivered by City of Edinburgh Council
with Changeworks acting within an advisory role. However, City of Edinburgh Council were
unable to progress the project leading to some significant delays. In March 2019, City of
Edinburgh Council asked Changeworks to perform a delivery role and host the project staff.
Changeworks already housed expert knowledge for both community-based project
management and energy efficiency and were able deliver the project, on a shorter time
scale, to a high standard. Ultimately this proved beneficial for the project as being able to
draw on wider knowledge across Changeworks was invaluable for the success of the
project.
A Project Officer was appointed in April 2019 who was supported by a part-time Outreach
Assistant (trained Domestic Energy Assessor). The project team were also able to draw on a
range of expertise within Changeworks, including data analysis, marketing, supply chain
engagement and behaviour change. All staff gained the City and Guilds Energy Awareness
qualification and were facilitated to learn from Home Energy Scotland advisors through visits
to the centre.
The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project used a CRM system which was custom built by a
specialist Changeworks Development Officer using the Microsoft Dynamics platform and
refined to suit project needs. The system helped project staff manage and maintain
relationships, track enquiries, market events and campaigns, and deliver comprehensive
insights on data. The development of a dashboard on the Power BI platform allowed
progress to be continually monitored and easily shared in graphical form with project
partners. To ensure that any personal data being handled by the project was protected
adequately and properly, the project operated under Changeworks robust data storage and
sharing principles. Data sharing agreements were put in place with project partners ensuring
that EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements were fully met.
The Project Officer developed a project plan for the project detailing the campaign and event
activity across the year. This was kept up to date and was used to ensure all marketing and
campaign material were ready in time for a campaign launch. The project also utilised a
learning log which was updated fortnightly with insights gathered from events and marketing
materials. These learnings were reviewed at the beginning of a new campaign to ensure that
any learnings were incorporated.
The wider project team (Working Group) consisted of senior City of Edinburgh Council
officers and Changeworks staff, including representatives from marketing teams. The wider
team also included Home Energy Scotland, Business Gateway and Zero Waste Scotland
with a dedicated project lead within City of Edinburgh Council. The project Working Group
regularly met every month from April 2019 – October 2019 at which point changes in staff at
the council meant project meetings were postponed. Detailed monthly reports were
distributed by the Project Officer for the entire run of the project. Overall, this model of
project management and governance worked effectively.
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7.

Discussion

The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project set out to proactively engage with and encourage
self-funding households and businesses to install energy efficiency measures. As such, its
intention was to act as a one stop shop service, engaging the community and supporting
householders and businesses on their respective journeys to realising the ambitions within
Energy Efficient Scotland. As a pilot it was ambitious in its scope and innovative in its
approach while adopting robust monitoring and evaluation practices. Impacts were
monitored against four key outcome areas, namely (see infographic Section 4):
•
•
•
•

Engagement and reach
Referrals and signposts
Measures and investment
Carbon savings

Project Establishment
The focus in the discussion is on engagement with the domestic and non-domestic sector
including supporting supply chain activity. However, prior to that taking place, it was
essential, as set out in Section 2, for the project to become established quickly within
Edinburgh Old Town given the delays in going live. The project was able to build on
experience and insight gained from Changeworks previous delivery of Change Works in
Peebles. This helped accelerate set up and reduce costs and pragmatic decisions were
needed to be taken due to project delay. The project utilised established Changeworks
social media channels which meant immediate association with a trusted brand. However, it
also meant that project specific messaging was integrated with wider Changeworks
communications.
The project did benefit considerably from the prior development of the Changeworks CRM
system to manage the data capture and monitoring, providing a feedback loop to evaluate
activities and inform ongoing delivery. Alongside enthusiastic and qualified staff, the project
was greatly facilitated by the enabling environment eventually developed and provided by
the project management and administration, with a good relationship between Changeworks,
the City of Edinburgh Council and wider stakeholders.
Domestic Engagement and Customer Journey
Engaging the domestic self-funded market
remained the project’s primary focus and key
to that was developing a presence and
facilitating a customer journey. The project
also had a very good understanding of the Old
Town audience and the building archetypes
with their associated challenges, limitations
and opportunities for fabric improvement.
Approaches to engagement centred around
drop in events, specific community events and
campaigns, and the provision of in-depth
support, all supported by a social media
communications campaign.
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The project did not have a physical ‘hub’ presence (a conscious decision at the outset) but
was particularly adept at promoting its presence through a monthly newsletter, active social
media profile (including paid advertising) and a regular programme of drop in events. Key
partners and stakeholders amplified promotion and drop events were well attended with 115
households offered tailored advice and referrals. Given the overhead associated with a
physical hub, its absence seemed to be vindicated. Drop in events were effective at
engaging households with energy saving opportunities as part of the baseline campaign,
where the aim was to encourage households to install small measures (e.g. LED lightbulbs)
and make behaviour changes. Engagement was enhanced by the inclusion of well
researched, relevant and tangible benefits or ‘giveaways’ (LED bulbs, draught-proofing kits
and radiator keys).
Targeted and thematic initiatives and
events were required and successful at
generating interest and engagement on
more extensive and ambitious retrofit
options (e.g. Love your Older Home).
Promoted in advance, these events drew
in an engaged audience and led directly to
self-funding households engaging with,
progressing and for 13 households
completing measures installs. Bringing the
supply and demand side together was
appreciated by both parties and helped
develop trust and understanding, a key
component at the beginning of a customer journey with the potential to involve considerable
financial outlay. Additional trust was established through the attendance and partnership
work with established organisations that had energy efficiency and/or the maintenance of the
historic built environment as a key driver. It is essential to engage organisations such as
these where they exist on projects of this nature.
To further facilitate the customer journey and ensure householders were supported to reach
their preferred end goal, they were referred or signposted to other agencies with the majority
to Home Energy Scotland. However, an ongoing challenge remained the inability to
ascertain the outcome of a referral and signpost. Where multiple agencies are involved, and
improvements to the customer journey are sought, this lack of visibility limits effective
monitoring of the entire customer journey and curtails the ability to fully recognise impacts
achieved.
Project staff listened to feedback from local residents regarding difficulties sourcing
companies within the supply chain to install energy efficiency measures. The development of
a Standing List of Contractors to install primary measures drew in a number of businesses
and provided increased levels of trust and assurance due to the rigour and requirements in
the selection process. For smaller measures, a ‘how to’ guide for the Edinburgh Trusted
Trader was developed and became the most popular resource issued by the project.
While in all circumstances the contracts were between property owners and contractors, the
integration of Changeworks Quality Assurance team to support critical points in the
installation process provided impetus and reassurance to the homeowner. The local supply
chain has still to be fully tested to ascertain whether it could deal with a stepchange in
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demand. It was noted (as with other Transition Pilots) that larger contractors would not
always quote for ‘one-off’ primary measures without the Quality Assurance Team scoping
and estimating the job.
Tracking the progress of the customer journey to measures install is time intensive as there
is no obligation on the householder to volunteer this information. However, where the market
is not mature and the customer journey requires considerable support, it is critical to
understand how easily and effectively householders are able to navigate it. The project
therefore needed to be proactive in this process, requiring a significant staff resource
commitment. However, the provision on request of free pre and post installation Energy
Performance Certificates provided an incentive to householders, including fulfilling one of the
eligibility criteria for the Home Energy Scotland Loan. With respect to the loan, none of the
households going to install were funded through the HES Loan. While it can only be
speculated why this was the case, the experience from other Transition Pilots remains mixed
and in its current form it does not appear to be a strong enabler, nor one that in its present
form would be scalable and help facilitate a step change in demand.
The value of combining an understanding of your audience with a targeted message that
balanced opportunity with a legislative stick was reinforced by the projects engagement with
Private Sector Landlords. Their properties comprise a significant percentage of the Old Town
stock and were therefore subject to imminent deadlines for minimum energy efficiency
standards. Where businesses can frequently be challenging to target with direct
communications, partnering with the City of Edinburgh Council meant the PSL register could
be used. A latter event partnering with the Scottish Association of Landlords directly targeted
their membership and proved even more attractive at drawing in letting agents and landlords
as well as the supply chain. The audience was also engaged via a webinar which was
effective and resource efficient for the organisation. While COVID-19 has resulted in
deadlines for meeting EPC minimum standards shifting, the demand from PSLs and letting
agents for support will return. Its scale and form will have to supplement existing service
provision and highlights a potential opportunity to develop an additional service.
Finally, mention should be made of the role of
behaviour change and associated best practice
insights in informing all aspects of the Edinburgh Old
Town Energy Project. This covered communications
messaging, customer journey development and
targeted interventions focused on specific behaviours.
The later included the use of real-time energy monitors
to support participants to change behaviours in
response to three bespoke energy challenge checklists
developed for participants. While there was positive
feedback from some participants, behavioural insights
integrated into the wider customer journey and utilised
when engaging an audience arguably had more impact
on the project than standalone behaviour change
initiatives.
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Non-domestic engagement
The Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project, while committed to engaging with the nondomestic sector and effecting change, lacked contact details and an understanding of
attitudes, motivations and barriers that would facilitate and inform that process. This paucity
of information is an early and frequent challenge that projects face when engaging with the
non-domestic sector. The project therefore developed a contacts database and subsequent
survey which required resource and time but paid back in terms of sectoral understanding,
relationship building and the ability to target communications.
The project steered away from holding events and instead looked to develop interest through
strengthening relationships. Following an extensive door stepping campaign, which led to
several referrals to Resource Efficient Scotland for audits, some businesses were open to
the project returning to provide a bespoke 1-2-1 follow up. This approach was well received
and led to further referrals to RES for audits which the Project Officer shadowed to allow for
ongoing support for those businesses. Seventy-three businesses were engaged and 26
referred to other organisations for support with 13 referrals to RES (with a further 33
signposts). At point of project closure, 9 businesses were moving through the process of
audits and applications with RES but none had gone to install or accessed loan funding.
While barriers to measures install and loan uptake were recognised, there was ultimately a
disparity between the duration the project was active on the ground and the duration of the
average non-domestic customer journey. Tracking the customer journey following referral
also presents challenges. The outcome from a referral is not always possible to determine
due to data sharing issues. This blind spot meant that project follow up to encourage action
on audits is harder to realise.
Significant barriers to energy efficiency improvements remain for businesses. These include
the time poor nature of many businesses, issues of property tenure and business disruption,
lack of a clear business case and critically a lack of legislative drivers. Against that backdrop,
the project was able to raise the profile of energy efficiency and support some businesses
through part of the customer journey. The project remained flexible in its approach and
adopted a customer led approach, working for example with the Edinburgh International
Festival to enhance the work of their Green Team. However, without clear barriers presented
previously being addressed, a step change in energy efficiency upgrades in the nondomestic sector will not be achievable and the remedial actions required are beyond the
scope of a local project.
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8.

Conclusion

As a ‘one stop shop’, the Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project acted as a single point of
contact for householders and businesses that could be relied on to have the complete
customer journey front and centre. It retained its ambitious scope of activity, refining its
knowledge of the opportunities and limitations within the current and established service
provision (most notably Home Energy Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland), engaging,
qualifying, referring (or signposting) households and businesses as required and then
following up where desirable and achievable. To realise the complete customer journey the
Project engaged with the energy efficient retrofit supply chain, operating outwith the scope of
current service providers, encouraging and informing them of the opportunities of a growing
market while offering quality and value to households through the Standing List of
Contractors.
The project was able to refine aspects of
the customer journey to better support
businesses and households with 13 selffunded measures in 13 households
leveraging in £35,489 of private investment
and realising 181 tonnes/CO2 lifetime saved
by households. At time of project close 33
measures were being explored by
households and businesses with the
potential to leverage in £128,950 in selffunded investment and save a further 482
tonnes/CO2.
Realising the ambitions of Energy Efficient Scotland will require a level of engagement and
action amongst the domestic and non-domestic sectors (across tenures) on retrofit, low
carbon renewables and heat that dwarfs the levels of activity realised through the Edinburgh
Old Town Energy Project. However, that is to misunderstand the role of the pilot which was
to develop and support a complete customer journey for households and businesses which
built trust, integrated with existing service provision and realised quality in a policy
environment where there is no compulsion at present. The learnings must then be used to
inform the future support and service provision for Energy Efficient Scotland. Given the
hugely constrained timeline, the progress the project made was very significant. This was
testament to the transferable knowledge and expertise developed by the team from other
Transition Pilots, the excellent partnership work and contribution of key stakeholders and the
ability to effectively target and engage an audience which the project had taken time to
understand.
The non-domestic sector presents particular and ongoing challenges that the project was
only partly able to compensate for. Current national service provision and legislative drivers
are not fit for the purpose of realising the huge uplift in businesses addressing the
decarbonisation of their buildings. Local provision through, for example, the Edinburgh Old
Town Energy Project compensated in part for that but the current approach and inter agency
working does not provide a model that is replicable or scalable to meet future demands.
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Progress supporting the domestic sector is considerably more encouraging and in this
respect the pilot was undoubtably successful. In a very short window, the project established
a considerable local presence despite not having a permanent central hub at its centre,
gaining understanding and creating an effective customer journey, identifying barriers that
hinder progress and solutions that support it. There are significant learnings (listed in
Appendix 1) that should influence future policy. Critically there is the potential and a path
through modification to cost effectively scale up or geographically expand the model used in
Edinburgh to meet future demands. However it is clear that to realise this ambition, there
needs to be a comprehensive and complete framework of support (demonstrated by the
Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project and other Transition Pilots) that extends beyond the
current service provision and with a commitment measured in years rather than months. This
is needed to establish continuity and trust amongst residents and businesses who are being
asked to commit to a significant investment in time and money. The need to address this in
the short term was highlighted by the enthusiastic response of Private Sector Landlords to
the project, in large part due to the imminent legislative stick of minimum EPC standards.
Prior to project close, the project worked
to ensure a legacy. Communications with
the project pipeline at close of funding
highlighted the ongoing support available
from Home Energy Scotland. The
agencies involved in delivering the
Edinburgh Old Town Energy Project
retain their belief in the one stop shop
model as a critical step to realising Energy
Efficient Scotland and retain the will,
knowledge and commitment to realise that
vision.
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